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2mass term or a potential well, some ne tuning is needed
to obtain an acceptable f . Introducing a third brane in
the bulk, as in section IV would also require some ne
tuning in its stabilization. The necessity of some ne tun-
ing has a natural explanation in terms of the AdS/CFT
correspondence, presented in Section V. Section VI con-
cludes.
II. THE INVISIBLE AXION AS A BULK FIELD
The action for the original Randall-Sundrum model
contains an Einstein-Hilbert term and cosmological con-























































are the determinant of the induced
metric and the trace of the extrinsic curvature on the
UV and IR branes. In terms of the AdS curvature k,
the cosmological constant is  =  6k
2
and the brane







standard model Lagrangian. The UV and IR branes are
located at y = 0 and y = y respectively.
To solve the strong CP problem in the low energy the-
ory, we introduce a global U (1)
PQ
symmetry under which
the brane quark and Higgs elds transform non-trivially
[2]. Since the scale of Peccei-Quinn symmetry breaking
does not lie near the scales associated with either brane,
it is natural to attempt to break this symmetry through
bulk dynamics. Thus, the axion will correspond to the




























































Here, as in Goldberger and Wise [6], the potentials on
the branes will be used to x the value of the eld  on












The form of the U (1)
PQ
symmetry breaking due to the
bulk potential V () is quite dierent from the invisible
axion solution in 3+1 dimensions. A vacuum solution in
which  = f for the bulk theory would necessarily require
some ne tuning of the bulk potential to obtain a realistic
f . Instead,  can have some non-trivial dependence on
the extra dimension which also breaks the U (1)
PQ
. In
going to the low energy eective theory, integrating out
the bulk eld  will induce a scale f for the axion which
plays the same role as the symmetry breaking scale in
the 4d invisible axion models.




















a = 0: (2.4)
The important dynamics of the axion occurs at energies
well-below the TeV scale beyond which bulk eects be-
come important. In this low energy regime, we shall ne-
glect the higher-order Kaluza-Klein modes of the axion
which, since it is a Goldstone mode, will have a mass-
less mode which remains in the eective theory. Thus we
shall consider only the lowest mode in the Kaluza-Klein
tower, a ! a(x

). This situation diers greatly from a
bulk axion in models with large, at extra dimensions
where the Kaluza-Klein modes of the axion are of the
order of the inverse compactication radius and are im-
portant in the low energy ( TeV) theory [7]. The eld
 is not protected by any symmetry and its vacuum state
is determined by the bulk potential V () so we shall ne-
glect any x

-dependent uctuations about the vacuum












a  0: (2.5)
The axion from this perspective becomes a massless eld
while the scalar eld  has its dynamics set by the scale
of the bulk physics. At energies below a TeV, we can












































a+   

; (2.6)





















After this rescaling, the axion has the proper dimensions
for a scalar eld in the 4d eective theory.
The remaining components needed to implement a so-
lution to the the strong CP problem closely resemble
3standard invisible axion models. Typically such models
introduce heavy quarks which carry U (1)
PQ
charge and
couple to |KSVZ axions [8]|or an extra Higgs dou-
blet is added which couples to |DFSZ axions [9]. To
obtain the the latter model within a Randall-Sundrum






































here we have extracted a factor of the Planck mass so












, and rescaling the axion






so that they have canonically normalized kinetic terms,











































The standard model elds conned to the IR brane also
have U (1)
PQ








SU (2)-doublet fermions. With these assignments, the
Higgs elds have U (1)
PQ
charges +1 so that Eq. (2.10)
is an invariant interaction. The fact that the Higgs elds
transform non-trivially under U (1)
PQ
allow some of their
degrees of freedom to mix with massless mode in the ef-
fective theory that arises when we integrate out the extra
dimension (2.6). At this point the theory is essentially
indistinguishable from 4d invisible axion model.
III. BULK POTENTIALS
The symmetry breaking scale in Eq. (2.7) will be large
unless the scalar eld can be excluded from the region
near the Planck brane. If  1 until some intermediate
position y
a
, then the warping factor from the bulk metric





. We can obtain some
intuition as to the necessary form for the bulk potential









is that of a particle rolling in the inverted potential,
 V (), under the inuence of a negative friction term.
If the particle starts at  = 0 with a small initial veloc-
ity, it tends to accelerate. Thus, in regions where the
potential is approximately constant, its value will be ex-
ponentially larger after a nite interval or, conversely,
throughout most of the interval (y) will be exponen-
tially small. This evolution should not occur throughout
the entire bulk since then the integral (2.7) would then




 TeV. If V () decreases
substantially after  has become suÆciently large, this
change will act to dissipate the `kinetic energy' produced
by the friction term and  will grow more slowly so that
 is not exponentially weighted toward that latter end of
this stage of its evolution in the bulk. After this dissipa-
tive stage, we could follow it with another region in which
V () is approximately at|as long as  does not grow
exponentially larger than its values during the prior stage
before it reaches the IR brane, the exponential factor in
Eq. (2.7) insures that the integral will be dominated by
intermediate values of y.
A. A free massive bulk eld
The simplest potential is a mass term for the bulk
scalar. From the preceding arguments, a positive mass
squared term will have the eect of accelerating the
growth of the eld already produced by the friction term
as we move from the UV to the IR brane. Although it
might seem that a negative mass term could slow the ef-
fects of the friction term, we shall see that this case also
does not produce an acceptable value for f without some
ne tuning. Since the eld equations for this potential
can be solved exactly, we present both cases.
Consider a generalized mass term, to allow for either












































Here we have imposed the boundary conditions (0) = 0
and (y) = 
1









which is too small for 
1
of a natural size, O(1). In fact

1
should be somewhat small if the presence of the scalar
eld is not to distort the background AdS
5
geometry.
For  < 0 the zeros of the denominator can generate
much larger scales than (3.5); when
p
 ky = n   Æ







































































































































































































































































FIG. 1: We shall study the prole of a bulk eld  whose
potential is given by the toy model shown by the solid line. It
can be regarded as a crude model for 0    
1
of a quartic,
double-well potential shown by the dashed line.
but only if we nely tune Æ . 10
 6
.
Note that in either case, if we relax the requirement
(0) = 
0
= 0 then 
0
must itself be tuned to be of the
order  10
 6
. In this case  should also satisfy  > 1
since otherwise the large negative mass squared favors an
exponentially large value of (y) within the bulk so that
we would nd f M
4
.
B. A potential well
The reason that a mass term alone does not succeed is
that the potential contains no feature which might allow
a brief growth of (y) which appears in the vicinity of
0 < y
a
< y but which is damped soon after so that the
eld assumes an O(1) value at the IR brane.
To model this behavior with a potential which we can




















   
b
















. We next shall estimate how carefully the form of the
potential must be tuned to achieve an acceptable value
for f .
Navely, (3.7) resembles a portion of a double well po-
tential seen in the vicinity of the origin, as shown in
Fig. 1, and we assume that V ( ) = V (). Note that
V () could grow again for larger values of , but as long
as this growth occurs for values (y) > 
1
, it will not
aect our derivation. Note also that we are implicitly as-
suming that (y) is a monotonically increasing function
of y, which occurs provided the well is not so deep that
all the `kinetic energy' is dissipated and the particle rolls
back toward  = 0. It is also important that (0) = 0 at
the UV brane since it is diÆcult for any natural poten-
tial to suppress it quickly enough to prevent the small y
region from dominating Eq. (2.7). Fortunately, since we
have assumed that the brane potentials in Eq. (2.3) are
U (1)
PQ
symmetric, as long as they are analytic functions
of ,  = 0 will be an extremum on the branes so we do
not need to ne tune (0) = 0 to be a minimum. We
shall assume hereafter that 
0
= 0 and 
1
 O(1).












. The solution to Eq. (3.1) for this toy

































































































































To learn whether the potential requires any ne tunings,
we can reparameterize the slope of the potential in terms












where  should be some constant of order one. To leading




















































































































We can now show that to achieve a realistic value for
y
a














































and  are the parameters specifying the
shape of the potential. The rst line in Eq. (3.16) in-







 1 to within











; however, then we must
nely tune the value of 
b




correction. From Eq. (3.15) and Eq. (1.2), 16 . ky
a
. 23
and an electroweak-Planck hierarchy of 10
 16
requires




yields then an exponen-
tially small correction.
IV. AN INTERMEDIATE BRANE
The energy scale associated with the Standard Model
elds remains naturally light since they are conned to
the IR brane at which the redshift suppresses the strength
gravity by an exponential factor. Similarly, the intro-
duction of another brane, at some intermediate distance
in the bulk, 0 < y
a






. Just as for the tensions of the UV and
IR branes, the tension of this intermediate brane must
be nely tuned in terms of the bulk cosmological con-
stant to satisfy the Israel conditions at the brane. The
model requires one ne tuning for each brane. Here we
shall show that even when the positions of the branes are
stabilized, one ne tuning beyond the Randall-Sundrum
model remains.
Consider a bulk space-time in which the UV and IR
branes reside as usual at the xed points of the orbifold,
y = 0 and y = y respectively, while the intermediate















 y  y). Matching the induced metric on both












































 y  y. The Israel jump conditions across






















= k, the axion brane becomes a tensionless
`probe' brane.
Eq. (4.3) summarizes the three ne tunings necessary
for this model. One of these ne tunings is equivalent
to the vanishing of the cosmological constant in the low
energy eective theory. As in the Randall-Sundrum sce-
nario, we shall not attempt to resolve this ne tuning.
In a scenario with a further extra dimension, this vanish-
ing can be reduced to the tuning of the initial conditions
rather than a tuning of the parameters in the gravita-
tional action [10].
If the space-time ended at the axion brane, it would be
possible to stabilize the radion mode corresponding to its
distance from UV brane which would remove one of the
ne tuning. However, since whatever stabilization mech-
anism is used must extend further, to the IR brane, we





to prevent it from signicantly distorting the
background geometry and overwhelming the stabiliza-
tion of the IR brane. This ne tuning appears straight-
forwardly in a simple extension of the Goldberger-Wise
mechanism [6].
For simplicity, we shall set the cosmological constants





= k. To stabilize the axion brane, we add a real bulk








































on the UV, axion and IR
branes respectively. We have extracted a factor of M
3
5
so that (y) is dimensionless. Although we wish only
to stabilize the intermediate brane, the IR brane cannot
in general be transparent with respect to this bulk eld.
Unless the slope of the eld vanishes at y = y, it will
develop a kink at this orbifold point so we must assume
some dynamics on the IR brane to produce this kink.




























































































































































To leading order, e
 4ky
a
, this potential determines the




















Eq. (4.7) illustrates why it is necessary rst to con-







terms of the potential responsible for






eects which stabilize the position of the IR
brane in a Goldberger-Wise mechanism.
If we only have a free massive bulk scalar eld as in
the Goldberger-Wise mechanism [6], then the solution is
already over-determined|for the second-order dieren-
tial scalar eld equation only two boundary conditions
are required. We can quantify the ne tuning required
for this system by determining how carefully the kink
term on the axion brane needs to be adjusted to obtain
natural size for the eld at the IR brane. In general, the
axion brane contains a potential term for the scalar eld,
V
a
(). We assume that this potential is relatively sti, to
enforce the boundary condition (y) = v
a
. Its presence
produces a discontinuity in the y-derivative of the eld





































must be tuned to obtain
an natural O(1) size on the IR brane, we can alternately
parameterize 
+







































 O(1), it needs





; otherwise the value of the eld on the IR
brane will be exponentially large. Introducing a mass





we see that M
a





the value need to make the rst term in Eq. (4.10) vanish.
Quite apart from producing eects large enough to
distort the AdS
5
background, the value of (y) on the
IR brane should be small if the mechanism to stabilize
the intermediate brane is not to overwhelm any addi-
tional mechanism meant to stabilize the position of the
IR brane.
V. THE NECESSITY OF A FINE TUNING
FROM THE ADS/CFT PERSPECTIVE
From the previous section we observed that we must
carefully tune some condition at the intermediate brane
if its stabilization is not to prevent the stabilization or
the appearance of the IR brane. This behavior has a nat-
ural interpretation from the perspective of the AdS/CFT
correspondence.
In the AdS/CFT conjecture [11], the presence of the
UV brane corresponds to an explicit breaking of a four
dimensional conformal eld theory (CFT) to a 4d CFT
coupled to 4d gravity. If the AdS
5
space-time only con-
tained an additional IR brane, we can understand its ex-
istence from the CFT side as follows [12]. A bulk scalar
eld of mass m = k
p
(4 + ) corresponds to an almost
marginal operator in the 4d CFT of dimension 4+  [13].
When this scalar eld has a value v
1
on the IR brane,
it spontaneously breaks the CFT, introducing a low en-
ergy mass scale. However since the operator is almost
marginal it runs slowly, only becoming strongly interact-





The existence of a stabilized intermediate brane at
y = y
a
requires that the CFT spontaneously breaks at





. With the conformal sym-










no longer have any mechanism to protect the IR brane
elds from receiving corrections of the size of this inter-
mediate scale other than explicitly nely tuning of the




, as was observed
in the intermediate brane case in Eq. (4.10).
7VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this article we have illustrated the diÆculty in gener-
ating intermediate energy scales in the Randall-Sundrum
model between the extremes associated with bulk gravity,
M
5





The invisible axion solution to the strong CP provides
a specic example for examining this problem since the
experimental bounds on the scale of U (1)
PQ
breaking lie
well away from either of these extremes. If we express






the introduction of a phenomenologically acceptable ax-







which is not a signicant improve-





We have restricted ourselves to fairly simple ap-
proaches for generating an intermediate scale since in-
creasingly complicated mechanisms essentially replace a
ne tuning of parameters with an unnaturally complex
model. In the case of a bulk complex eld with an arbi-
trarily shaped potential, the scalar eld prole generally
peaks near one or the other of the branes. For an inter-
mediate brane, we found that in order to stabilize both
this brane and the IR brane requires a precise choice for
the size of the scalar eld potential on the intermediate
brane.
While the invisible axion is not an adequate solution
of the strong CP problem in the Randall-Sundrum uni-
verse where we are concerned with understanding the
origin of all large hierarchies of scales, the existence of
extra dimensions may provide alternate methods for cir-
cumventing the complexity of the 4d QCD vacuum|for
example by promoting the QCD gauge elds to 5d bulk
elds [14]. Nevertheless, using this example to examine
whether the Randall-Sundrum universe naturally admits
intermediate scales provides a deeper understanding of
the properties and the limitations of the scenario.
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